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 Addressing the Confl icting Narratives 

Using Elimination ( Al-tarj ī  ḥ  ) 
and Abrogation ( Al-naskh ) Methods       

   I. Introduction  

 Having examined the juristic arguments in rationalising the  diyah  disparity on the 
ground of biological determinism and the counter-argument against the same, 
it is pertinent in this chapter to examine the textual authorities that gave rise to 
legal argumentation in the interpretative process. This will help in ascertaining 
whether the juristic stipulations of compensation for loss of life and for bodily 
injuries along gender lines are explicit in the revelatory texts or are mere products 
of human engagement with them. The book has demonstrated in the two preced-
ing chapters the factors that mainly informed jurists ’  views in their formulations 
on the subject. The discussion here is triggered by the observation that the classical 
discourse favoured men over women bearing in mind their social responsibilities. 
The chapter shall argue that the divine sources are generally gender neutral in 
tone, although there are some provisions that are seemingly contradictory; how-
ever, careful analysis reveal that they are not. The fact that the classical jurists were 
more inclined to using  al-jam ʿ   wa ’ l-tawf ī q  in reconciling confl icting authorities 
made them look so. Here, elimination ( al - tarj ī  ḥ  ) and abrogation ( al - naskh ) meth-
ods were employed, taking into account the chronological order of their revelation 
and other historical factors.  

   II. Qur ʾ   ā n on Homicide and Bodily Injuries  

 As the fi rst primary source of Islamic criminal system, the Holy Qur ʾ   ā n addresses 
murder as a despicable and intolerable atrocity by equating deliberate murder of 
one person to the total annihilation of the entire human race. It reads: 

   If anyone slew a person — unless it be for murder or for spreading mischief in the land — it 
would be as if he slew the whole people: and if anyone saved a life, it would be as if he saved 
the life of the whole people . 1   

 1    Q5:32.  
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 2    Q4:93.  
 3    Q2:178.  
 4    Q5:45.  

 Islam does not condone unjustifi ed killing of another regardless of his social, 
 religious or gender status. In the event such an unwelcome act occurs the perpe-
trator is not only to be tormented in the hereafter, but is also to be punished in 
this world. This is as per the prescribed law of equality in retribution as provided 
in the Qur ’ an thus: 

  If a man kills a believer intentionally, his recompense is Hell, to abide therein (For ever): And 
the wrath and the  curse  of Allah are upon him, and a dreadful penalty is prepared for him.  2  

 The verses most relevant to our discussion include the following: 

   O ye who believe! The law of equality is prescribed to you in cases of murder: the free for the 
free, the slave for the slave, the woman for the woman. But if any remission is made by the 
brother of the slain, then grant any reasonable demand, and compensate him with hand-
some gratitude, this is a concession and a Mercy from your Lord. After this whoever exceeds 
the limits shall be in grave penalty.  3   

 Unless otherwise put in the proper context, Q2:178 may be interpreted to sug-
gest that social or gender statuses are worth reckoning in murder cases because 
of the specifi c mention of  ‘ the slave for the slave ’ , and  ‘ the woman for the woman ’ . 
As we shall subsequently see, the non-contextualisation of this provision carries 
with it serious implications in gender relations judging by the huge legal prin-
ciples extracted from the verse by those endowed with the wisdom to interpret 
divine texts. 

 There is yet another verse, which has a harmonising feature, as it does not dis-
tinguish between individuals based on status. Qur ʾ   ā n 5:45 reads:  ‘ We ordained 
therein for them:  “ Life for life  …  and wounds equal for equal ”  ’ . 4  

 These two Qur ʾ   ā nic provisions, ie Q2:178 and Q5:45 form the basis upon which 
the Islamic law of retribution was established. The scholastic interpretive engage-
ment with the divine text and subsequent establishment of legal principles along 
gender lines appear to stem from the seeming contradiction between the two 
verses. It is worth noting that while the phraseology of  ‘ life for life ’  accorded equal 
status between men and women in the sanctity of life in Q5:45; Q2:178 only made 
reference to cases involving sets of humans with a shared identity, ie  ‘ the free for 
the free ’ ,  ‘ the slave for the slave ’  and  ‘ the woman for the woman ’ . In other words, the 
verse did not categorically say  ‘ the woman for the man ’  or  ‘ the man for the woman ’ . 
In view of this therefore, scholars exert their efforts in trying to determine whether 
gender hierarchisation is the intendment of God.  
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 5         M   Al- Ṭ abari   ,   J ā mi ʿ   al-Bay ā n fi  Ta ʾ  w ī l al-Qur ʾ  an  , vol X (   AM   Sh ā kir   , ed) (  Beirut  ,  Mu ʾ  assasat 
al-Ris ā lah ,  2000 )  at 360   .  

 6    ibid.  
 7         IU   Ibn Kath ī r   ,   Tafsir Ibn Kath ī r  , vol I (  Cairo  ,  D ā r-al-Tayyibah ,  1999 )   at 489.  
 8    ibid.  

   III. Addressing the Seeming Discrepancy 
in the Qur ’ anic Verses  

 In addressing the seeming contradiction in these verses three approaches have 
been identifi ed: 

   A. Sequencing Approach  

 Al- Ṭ abari identifi es a group of scholars who use elimination ( al - tarj ī  ḥ  ) and 
 abrogation ( al - naskh ) methods in resolving the seeming contradiction between 
these two verses, ie Q2:178 and 5:45. They did that by juxtaposing the verses taking 
into account the order of their revelation and concluded that Q5:45, which con-
veys the prescription of equality  ‘ life for life ’  was late in time, being the last to be 
revealed. That being the case, the verse of equality takes precedence over Q2:178, 
which created a hierarchy. A renowned companion, Abdull ā h b  ʿ  Abb ā s was noted 
among the proponents of this viewpoint. According to them, this view is in con-
sonance with the practice of the Prophet, who ordered the killing of a Jewish man 
for killing a woman. 5  By necessary implication, Q5:45 not only terminated the 
application of Q2:178, by bringing to the end recourse to social and gender status, 
but also abrogated it. 6  

 Ibn Kath ī r holds the same view. He traced the reason for revealing Q2:178 with 
reference to the hostilities between two certain Arab tribes. One of these tribes 
killed members of the other and the latter promised to avenge the death of their 
members by killing a freeperson for their slain slave, and also by killing a man for 
their woman. Therefore, on the advent of Islam they wanted to fulfi l their promise 
but were prevented from doing what they wanted. They were only to kill a slave for 
a slave, and a woman for a woman. 7  According to Ibn Kath ī r, Q5:45 had abrogated 
Q2:178 since the latter did not allow killing a man for a woman or a free person 
for a slave. 8  

 By this approach, it may be argued that during its early stage, Islam tolerated 
recourse to  ‘ social status ’ , but phased it out subsequently. This may well explain 
the consensus among the Sunni schools on the issue of retribution where they all 
allow the execution of man for deliberately causing the death of woman and vice 
versa, as earlier highlighted. 

 Another point worth noting is that, many Qur  ʾ    ā nic exegetes consider the pre-
scription on  diyah  (monetary compensation) as one of the distinctive features of 
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 9         S   Qu ṭ b   ,   F ī   Ẓ il ā l al-Qur ʾ   ā n  , vol I (  Beirut  ,  Dar al-Shurouq ,  1991 )   at 164.  
 10         M   Bukh ā ri   ,   Sahih Bukh ā ri  , vol 9, bk 83, No 20 (trans    M   Khan   )   https://archive.org/details/

TheTranslationOfTheMeaningsOfSahihAl-Bukhari-Arabic-English9Volumes    .  
 11         AA    ʿ  Asqal ā ni   ,   Bul ū gh Al-Mar ā m  , vol I (  Riyadh  ,  Dar al-Falaq ,  2003 )   at 359.  
 12         M   Al-Sarakhsi   ,   Al-Mabs ū  ṭ   , vol XXVI (   KM   Al-Mays   , ed) (  Beirut  ,  D ā r al-Fikr ,  2000 )   at 236.  

Islamic criminal justice policy, particularly when compared with other revealed 
religions, such as Judaism and Christianity. 9  By implication, if a  ‘ sequencing 
approach ’  is adopted in the circumstances, then the concession of collecting mon-
etary compensation in intentional cases, as a special feature of the Islamic criminal 
justice system, will cease, leaving the heirs of a slain person with only two options, 
ie  ‘ retribution ’ ( qi ṣ  ā  ṣ  ) and  ‘ forgiveness ( ʿ   afw ) ’ . This is because Q5:45, being the 
last in time to be revealed, does not provide the option of  diyah.  Besides, another 
 relevant verse (Q4:92), only refers to unintentional murder: 

   Never should a believer kill a believer; but (if it so happens) by mistake, (Compensation is 
due): If one (so) kills a believer, it is ordained that he should free a believing slave, and pay 
compensation to the deceased ’ s family, unless they remit it freely.   

 However, notwithstanding this observation, Abdull ā h b  ʿ  Abb ā s interpreted the 
verse  ‘ but if any one remits the retaliation by way of charity ’  in Q5:45, to mean 
agreement to collect  diyah . 10  Therefore, Q5:45 has taken care of  diyah  in inten-
tional homicide. 

 In addition, the Sunnah of the Prophet is explicit on accepting  diyah  in inten-
tional murders as reported in the  ḥ ad ī th of  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm thus:  ‘ Whoever kills a 
believer deliberately for no reason or a crime that he committed, he should be 
killed (in retaliation), unless the family of the murdered person agrees to take 
 diyah  (blood money) ’ . 11  

 Above, we have identifi ed that Q5:45 was the last to be revealed; as such, it shall 
be taken as the position of the law on the issue in contention, as attested by a 
renowned companion of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), Abdullahi b  ʿ  Abb ā s. This 
approach enjoys the support of the  Ḥ anafi s, for they do not differentiate between 
a freeman and slave in murder cases. The former is liable to a capital penalty for 
causing the death of the latter, owing to the inviolability of life. 12   

   B. Historical Approach  

 Muhammad El-Awa is one of the advocates of the historical approach. The 
 position of this school of thought is that Q5:45 is particularly relaying historical 
antecedents of the past. It is only making a simple reference to what was ordained 
for the people of the revealed Book ( Ahl al-Kit ā b ), ie the Jews and the Christians. 
According to this school of thought, this is discernible from the opening of the 
verse:  ‘ We ordained therein for them ’ . 
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 13         MS   El-Awa   ,   Punishment in Islamic Law   :    A Comparative Study  , (  Plainfi eld  ,  American Trust 
 Publication ,  2000 )  72 – 73   .  

 14    Q5:48.  
 15    El-Awa,  Punishment in Islamic Law  (n 13) at 74.  
 16         MH   Kamali   ,   Freedom, Equality and Justice in Islam   (  Cambridge  ,  The Islamic Text Society ,  2002 )   

at 52.  
 17         MA   Ibn al- ʿ  Arabi   ,   A ḥ k ā m al-Qur ʾ   ā n  , vol II (  Beirut  ,  D ā r Kutub al- ʿ  Ilmiyyah ,  2003 )   at 128; see also 

Al-Sarakhsi,  Al-Mabs ū  ṭ   (n 12) vol XXVI at 106.  

 The implication of this viewpoint is that the  lex talionis  principle of  ‘ life for life ’  
does not apply to Muslims. 13  El-Awa strengthens his view by pointing to the fact 
that, if the verse is analysed contextually, it will be clear that it is placed in between 
verses that referred to the Jews. He further argues that the provision of this verse 
could not apply to the Muslim community since Q5:48 declares that each Prophet 
comes with his own specifi c teaching:  ‘ To each among you have we prescribed a 
law and an open way ’ . 14  

 El-Awa ’ s approach seems to be another form of elimination method suggesting 
that the historical verses must give way to the prescribed law for the Muslims. If 
El-Awa ’ s approach is adopted it means the equality principle as embodied in the 
expression  ‘ life for life ’  is not the applicable law for Muslims. 15  

 If El-Awa ’ s view on this issue holds then it will appear that the various 
examples of historical events cited in the Qur ʾ   ā n are merely historical, or at most 
only revealed for moral persuasion and thus lacking any legal force. It would 
mean that hopes for gender equality in this regard would remain unrealised. This 
is because the approach has the tendency of institutionalising recourse to social 
and gender status in murder cases. If Q5:45 is taken as revealed only as a ren-
dition of historical prescriptions to other communities, and thus incapable of 
being used as a basis for legal formulation for Muslims, as El-Awa seeks to suggest, 
then social and gender status, as exemplifi ed in Q2:178, shall be the basis for legal 
policy formulation within the shar ī  ʿ  ah framework. This ultimately means that 
social and gender equality, in this respect, would be unachievable. The actions and 
pronouncements of Prophet Mu ḥ ammad (PBUH) and his rightly guided caliphs 
were at odds with such reasoning. In one of the many a ḥ  ā d ī th, the Prophet says: 

  O people! Your Creator is one, and you are all descendants of the same ancestor. There 
is no superiority of an Arab over a non-Arab or of the black over the red, except on the 
basis of righteous conduct. 16   

 To further debunk El-Awa ’ s contention, Al-Sarakhsi submits that although the 
verse in question, as rightly observed by El-Awa, was making reference to the law 
ordained for the people of the revealed books, such prescription equally applies to 
the Muslims, unless there is express provision limiting its application to them. 17   
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 18    Ibn al- ʿ  Arabi,  A ḥ k ā m al-Qur ʾ   ā n  (n 17) vol I at 89.  
 19    ibid, vol II at 128.  
 20    S Qu ṭ b,  F ī   Ẓ il ā l al-Qur ʾ   ā n  (n 9) vol I at 152.  
 21         AM   Malik   ,   Al-Muwatta  , vol II (  Beirut  ,  D ā r Gur ā b al-Islam ,  1996 )   at 445.  

   C. Contextual Approach  

 Scholars like Ibn al- ʿ  Arabi (d 543 AH/1148 AD), a prominent M ā liki scholar, 
adopts what I term a  ‘ contextual approach ’ . Ibn al- ʿ  Arabi mentions some notable 
successors ( t ā bi ʿ   ū n ) like al-Sha ʿ  abi and Qat ā dah as saying that Q2:178 was actu-
ally revealed to correct the transgression of some Arab tribes, who, on the pretext 
of nobility, avenged the death of a member of their tribe by killing a person of high 
social status from another tribe. Such that, if a slave from a non-noble tribe killed 
a slave from a noble tribe, the latter used to kill the master of the offending slave. 18  

 On the other hand, Q5:45, according to  ʿ  Abdull ā hi b  ʿ  Abb ā s, was revealed 
in response to the practice of the Ban ū  Quray ẓ ah, a Jewish tribe of Mad ī nah. 
 Members of this tribe used to exceed or transgress the limit whenever they were 
avenging the death of one of their members against the Ban ū  Na ḍ  ī r. Therefore, 
the verse prescribed equality among them. 19  Seyd Qu ṭ b supports this view, argu-
ing that Q5:45 may be taken as referring to a case of intentional murder targeted 
against a  ‘ particular person ’  or  ‘ group of persons ’ , while Q2:178 is with reference to 
communal feuds since no particular person is intended. In that case, social status 
may be taken into account. 20  

 By necessary implication, these narratives suggest that these two verses were 
case-specifi c and revealed in relation to some specifi c historical facts, of course 
with general application to Muslims. 

 In addressing these verses, Im ā m M ā lik may have yielded to this viewpoint, 
albeit, from a different perspective. According to him: 

  The best of what I have heard on the interpretation of this   ā yat , the word of All ā h, the 
Blessed, the Exalted,  ‘ The free man for the free man and the slave for the slave — these are 
men and  ‘ the woman for the woman, ’  (Q2:178) is that retaliation is between women as 
it is between men. The free woman is killed for the free woman as the free man is killed 
for the free man. The slave-girl is slain for the slave-girl as the slave is slain for the slave. 
Retaliation is between women as it is between men. That is because All ā h, the Blessed, 
the Exalted, said in His Book,  ‘ We have written for them in it that it is a life for a life and 
an eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, and an ear for an ear, and a tooth for a tooth, and for 
wounds there is retaliation. ’  (Q5: 48) All ā h, the Blessed, the Exalted, mentioned that it is 
a life for a life. It is the life of a free woman for the life of a free man, and her injury for 
his injury. 21   

 Under this approach, the two seemingly contradictory provisions have been juxta-
posed together and utilised in the formulation of legal principles, undermining the 
context in which the verses were revealed. However, in relation to the issue under 
review, the approach did not take into account the gradual method employed in 
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 22    M Bukh ā ri,  Sahih Bukh ā ri  (n 10), vol IX, bk 83  ḥ ad ī th 15.  

the Qur ʾ   ā n. Apparently, the approach allows recourse to social status, as in the case 
of free man and slave. The former may not be killed for the latter, but at the same 
time, the approach allows retribution across genders. 

 Having identifi ed and discussed various approaches to the Qur  ʾ    ā nic provisions 
on the matter under review, the sequencing approach appear more appealing, and 
is in line with the gradual approach mostly used in the revelation of Qur ʾ  anic 
provisions. Interestingly, in reconciling these two seemingly contradictory verses 
the Islamic jurists appear more inclined to using  al-jam ʿ   wa ’ l-tawf ī q  (conciliation) 
being the fi rst method of dealing with contradictory narratives. This method is 
resorted to where the two contradictory narratives are not mutually exclusive; as 
such, none of them is jettisoned. Perhaps they were guided by some a ḥ  ā d ī th that 
allow gender hierarchisation in  diyah.    

   IV. Prophetic Sayings in Murder and Bodily 
Injuries Across Genders  

 It is now pertinent to survey the a ḥ  ā d ī th of the Prophet, being the next in the 
hierarchy of sources of the law in order to determine their reliability. This would 
assist in settling these divergences and perhaps settle the matter once and for all. 

 There are many a ḥ  ā d ī th of the Prophet dealing with matters of homicides across 
genders, which explained how he dealt with such cases. Equally reported were his 
pronouncements on  diyah  in both homicidal cases and bodily injury, as we shall 
see in due course. There is however great diffi culty in ascertaining why the classi-
cal fi qh jurists preferred narrations that create gender disparity in the face of more 
inclusive narrations. 

 As for retribution between a man and woman no problem exists with respect to 
loss of life as all the Sunni schools treat genders at par in that respect. The Prophet 
demonstrated gender equality in a case involving a man who crushed the head of 
a young girl to snatch her ornaments, which ultimately resulted into her death. 
Im ā m Bukh ā ri reported this on the authority of Anas b Malik: 

  A Jew crushed the head of a girl between two stones, and the girl was asked,  ‘ Who has 
done that to you, so-and-so or so and so ?  ’  (Some names were mentioned to her) until the 
name of that Jew was mentioned, (whereupon she agreed). The Jew was brought to the 
Prophet and the Prophet kept on questioning him till he confessed, whereupon his head 
was crushed with stones. 22   

 However, on the issue of  diyah  involving loss of life, the author was unable to come 
across any  ḥ ad ī th where the Prophet decided an  ‘ actual case ’  and specifi cally pre-
scribed the  diyah  of a woman. What is found in the literature is that the Prophet 
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 23         SA   Ab ū  Da ū d   ,   Sunan Ab ū  Da ū d  , vol  IV  (   MM    ʿ  Abd al- Ḥ am ī d   , ed) (  Beirut  ,  Maktabat al- ʿ  A ṣ riyyah, 
nd )   at 185,  ḥ ad ī th 4546. Alb ā ni has declared this a weak  ḥ ad ī th.  

 24         MI   Al- Ṣ an ʿ   ā n ī    ,   Subl al-Sal ā m  , vol  II  (  Cairo  ,  D ā r al- Ḥ ad ī th, nd )   at 365.  
 25          AS   Al-Li ḥ y ā ni   ,  ‘  As ā n ī d Kit ā b  ʿ  Amr b.  Ḥ azm (RA)  ’  ( 2001 )  2      Majallah al-A ḥ madiyyah Muharram   

 1422, 48 – 101 at 53       www.ahlalhdeeth.com/vb/showthread.php?t=111760  .  
 26     ʿ  Asqal ā ni,  Bul ū gh Al-Mar ā m  (n 11) at 437 – 38; see also Ibn al- ʿ  Arabi (n 17) vol II at 128.  
 27         AA   Ibn Qud ā mah   ,   Al-Mughni   (   MR   Ri ḍ  ā    , ed), vol  VIII  (  Beirut  ,  D ā r al-Kit ā b al-  ʿ  Arabi ,  1983 )   

at 403.  
 28    Multaqa ahl al- Ḥ ad ī th,  ‘ Hal Diyat al- Mar ʾ  at  ʿ  al ā  Ni ṣ f Min Diyat al-Rajul ?  ’ .   www.ahlalhdeeth.

com/vb/showthread.php?t=14647.    
 29    Ibn Qud ā mah,  Al-Mughni  (n 27) at 403.  
 30    For the full content of the epistle, see Al-Lihy ā ni,  ‘ As ā n ī d Kit ā b  ʿ  Amr b.  Ḥ azm (RA) ’  (n 25) at 

54 – 59.  
 31    ibid.  
 32         MN   Alb ā ni   ,   Irw ā  ʾ   al-Ghal ī l fi  Takhr ī j A ḥ  ā d ī th Man ā r al-Sab ī l  , vol VII (  Beirut  ,  Maktabat al-Isl ā m ī  , 

 1985 )   at 306,  ḥ ad ī th 2249.  

had reportedly fi xed the  diyah  of a man killed from the tribe of Ban ū  Adi at the 
rate of 12,000  dirhams  (silver coins). 23  This could have settled the matter because 
it is on record that pre-Islamic Arabian society was characterised by gender dispar-
ity in favour of men. 

 Notwithstanding the absence of actual decided case on the  diyah  of woman, at 
least two seemingly contradictory narrations have been identifi ed as emanating 
from the Prophet (PBUH). The fi rst hadith is said to be reported by Mu ʿ   ā dh b 
Jabal (d 18 AH/639 AD) in which the Prophet declared that  ‘ the compensation of 
woman is half that of man ’ . 24  The second one is as contained in the epistle of the 
Prophet which he handed over to  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm (d 53 AH/673 AD) when he was 
sent to Najran, a province under the Muslim authority to teach the new converts 
about Islam. 25  The epistle, among other things, contained the expression  ‘ The 
compensation for life is hundred camels ’ . 26  

 Most of the classical jurists including Ibn Qud ā mah 27  are of the view that the 
half  diyah  stipulation was also contained in the same epistle(s), and it is an excep-
tion to the general rule. This suggests that the source of gender inequality in  diyah  
is the divine component, ie, the content of the Prophet ’ s epistle. 28  Ibn Qud ā mah 
further condemned the views of Ibn Ulayyah and Abubakar Al-Asamm that  diyah  
is equal across genders as isolated and thus not acceptable. 29  

 It is said that  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm Al-An ṣ  ā ri was sent to Najran in 10 AH, immediately 
after the people of the area converted to Islam, with the epistle addressed to some 
prominent fi gures such as Shura ḥ b ī l b  ʿ  Abdi Kal ā l,  Ḥ  ā rith b  ʿ  Abdi Kal ā l, etc. 30  
The epistle contained many religious instructions ranging from issues of  zak ā t  
(poor due) to  diyah  etc. 31  

 It is pertinent to state that the claim by jurists like Ibn Qud ā mah that the expres-
sion  ‘ the compensation of woman is half that of man ’  in the Prophet ’ s epistle is 
highly contentious. Ibn  Ḥ ajar Al- ʿ  Asqal ā ni (1372 – 1448 AD) was among the schol-
ars of  ḥ ad ī th who fi red the fi rst salvo. He asserted that the said expression was not 
found in that long epistle sent to  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm. 32  A contemporary  ḥ ad ī th scholar, 
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 33    ibid at 308,  ḥ ad ī th 2252.  
 34    ibid at 306,  ḥ ad ī th 2249.  
 35    ibid at 300; 303,  ḥ ad ī th 2243 and also 2248.  
 36    Y Qara ḍ  ā wi,  The Status of Women in Islam  (trans M Gemeaah) (nd)   www.scribd.com/

doc/13460421/The-Status-of-Women-in-IslamQaradawy  .  
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Mu ḥ ammad Na ṣ irudd ī n Alb ā ni (1914 – 99 AD) also claimed that he had searched 
for that expression in the epistle to  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm but could not fi nd it. 33  Hence, 
Alb ā ni did not mince words in declaring the controversial expression  ‘ the com-
pensation of woman is half that of man ’  as  ‘ weak ’  (  ḍ a ʿ   ī f ). 34  Interestingly  however, 
he accepts and authenticates the all-inclusive portion,  ‘ the compensation for life 
is hundred camels ’ . 35  

 It is noteworthy that the then Umayyad caliph,  ʿ  Umar b  ʿ  Abdul Az ī z (d 720 AD), 
obtained the Prophet ’ s epistle through Ab ū bakar b Mu ḥ ammad, the grandson 
of ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm. This narration is considered as the  ‘ only well-authenticated tra-
dition on the subject ’ . 36  The relevant portion of it has been cited by many scholars 
including Im ā m M ā lik in his famous book  Al-Muwatta  and Ibn  Ḥ ajar in  Bul ū gh - al 
Mar ā m  and is reproduced here thus: 

  Whoever kills a believer deliberately for no reason or a crime that he committed, he 
should be killed (in retaliation), unless the family of the murdered person agrees to take 
 diyah  (blood money).  The diyah for life is a hundred camels  (italics mine). Full blood 
money (ie total  diyah  of 100 camels) is paid for the total cutting off of each of the fol-
lowing: the nose, the eyes, the tongue, the lips, the penis, the testicles and the backbone. 
For cutting off of one leg; half a  diyah  is paid (ie 50 camels). For a head injury a third of 
the  diyah  is paid, for stab which penetrates the body, one third of the  diyah . For a blow 
which breaks a bone or dislocates it; 15 camels. For each fi nger or toe, 10 camels are paid. 
For wound which exposes a bone fi ve camels are paid. A man is killed in  qi ṣ  ā  ṣ   for killing 
a woman. For those who possess gold, they shall pay the equivalent of the 100 camels 
which is fi xed as one thousand  dinar . 37   

 Notwithstanding the clean bill of health given to this narration by Yusuf 
al-Qara ḍ  ā wi and others, the narration is classifi ed as hurried ( mursal ) because 
Abubakar b Muhammad, the narrator of the  ḥ ad ī th, did not meet his grandfa-
ther,  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm. However, recent research into the validity of this epistle by 
 ʿ  Abdull ā hi b Sa ʿ   ā f Al-Li ḥ y ā ni, though identifying many defects in its chains of 
transmission, reveals the existence of the epistle for it was well known among 
the people of Madina from the fi rst and second century after Hijra. He pains-
takingly scrutinised different versions of this narration from many sources. 
Al-Li ḥ y ā ni maintains that the epistle is undoubtedly a  mursal  narration. After a 
thorough analysis, he found that the content of the epistle has been corroborated 
by Qur ’ anic verses and other a ḥ  ā d ī th of the Prophet. He claimed that the trans-
mission of Al-Zuhri (d 742 AD) is the most acceptable, as Al-Zuhri claimed to 
have seen the epistle with the family of  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm and had actually read it. 38  
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It is noteworthy that in all the versions of this narration identifi ed by Al-Li ḥ y ā ni 
none of them contains this statement  ‘ the compensation of woman is half that 
of man ’ . 

 The above tradition is the bedrock of compensation in monetary terms or 
rather money ’ s worth. As can be observed, it stipulates the  diyah  without reference 
to gender. One wonders why jurists interpreted the narration restrictively despite 
the all-inclusive tone of the Prophet ’ s epistle. The treatment given to this  ḥ ad ī th 
by the classical jurists appear to suggest that any statement made in the revelatory 
text is to be presumed as addressing only men, save where women are expressly 
mentioned. 

 Some scholars posit that the answer to this query will be appreciated if one 
makes an imaginary journey in retrospective to the aristocratic leadership of 
the  ʿ  Abb ā sid dynasty. 39  This view suggests that the perception of women in that 
society would leave an indelible mark on any person, and would almost natu-
rally affect one ’ s perception of them. 40  According to this view, during this period, 
the dividing line between a  ‘ woman ’  and  ‘ property ’  was thin, as they can be pur-
chased from the market with little diffi culty. 41  In the words of Leila Ahmed,  ‘ the 
marketing of people, and particularly women, as commodities and as objects for 
sexual use was an everyday reality in  ʿ  Abb ā sid society ’ . 42  Indeed, most aristocrats 
of that time were complicit in the perpetuation of this culture of debasing the 
worth of women, as is discernible from the array of women they housed as their 
concubines. 43  Leila Ahmed cited the likes of Caliph H ā r ū n Rash ī d who was known 
for having over 100 concubines, as well as a host of other notable opinion leaders. 44  
This was largely attributed to the assimilation of foreign cultures by the Muslims 
because of the territorial expansion of the Islamic state and the infl uence of tales 
from the Semitic religions ( Isr ā  ʿ  iliyy ā t ) before Islam. 45  The fact that there was 
social abuse of women folk during the period under review was simply a refl ection 
of the patriarchal system of that society and not the requirement of Islam. 

 Karen Bauer also shares this concern, for according to her, Muslim jurists of 
that period share similar characteristics with the Jewish and Christian medieval 
scholars in their treatment of women. According to Bauer: 

  That the gender hierarchy was considered natural in the medieval period is apparent in 
legal rulings, such as that for the blood-money payment in the case of killing: 100 camels 
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for men, 50 for women.  …  These  h ̣ ad ī ths are often reinterpreted today; but in the medi-
eval period, they were taken at face value. In their view of women as unequal, subservi-
ent, and de fi cient, medieval Muslim interpreters are on common ground with medieval 
interpreters from other world religions, particularly Judaism and Christianity. Medieval 
Jewish interpretations of the Biblical verse Genesis 3:16, to the woman he said,  ‘ I will 
make your pains in childbirth severe; with labour you will give birth to children, and 
your desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over thee ’ , are similar to Medieval 
Islamic interpretations of Q. 4:34. 46   

 It is noteworthy that the development of this important fi eld of knowledge, 
ie fi qh, as an autonomous Islamic pedagogy, coincided with these extreme social 
prejudices against women. The period, usually characterised as the golden age of 
Islamic civilisation, witnessed, among other things, elaborate scriptural interpre-
tation and formulation of legal principles by Muslim scholars with active state 
support. 47  It is therefore not surprising for such social prejudice to impact on the 
interpretation of scholars of the period, as Leila Ahmed observes: 

  Altogether the prevalence and ordinariness of the sale of women for sexual use must 
have eroded the humanity from the idea of woman for everyone in this society, at all class 
levels, women as well as men. The mores of the elites and the realities of social life, and 
their implications for the very idea and defi nition of the concept  ‘ woman, ’  could not have 
failed to inform the ideology of the day, thus determining how early texts were heard and 
interpreted and how their broad principles were rendered into law 48   

 Arguing in the same vein, Gunawan Adnan claims that even apart from social 
 perception of women in this classical age, other factors that contributed to the 
biased interpretation included fear of political victimisation from the political 
authorities. The aristocrats wanted uniformity and consistency in policies and 
were intolerant to any opposing view against the position of the establishment 
 madhhab . 49  He thus concludes: 

  Sociologically, they [Muslim jurists] cannot be separated from their society and time 
in which they lived and their opinions were much infl uenced by the culture and social 
values of their time. History tells us that society in the lifetimes of these scholars was very 
male-oriented or male-dominated. In other words, they lived in a patriarchal society. 
As a logical consequence, their fi qh judgements (verdicts/fatawa) naturally refl ected the 
patriarchal system. This in its turn infl uenced the so called male bias of opinions. 50   

 While we note the plausibility of Gunawan Adnan ’ s argument with reference to 
the sociological infl uence, his point on fear of victimisation is hardly tenable, 
at least on the issue under consideration here. This is because even during the 
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period under review, there were the dissenting egalitarian views of the likes of 
Ibn  ʿ  Ulayyah (d 809 AD) and Ab ū bakar Al- ʾ  A ṣ amm (d 816 AD), who insisted 
on interpreting the expression  ‘ the compensation for life is hundred camels ’  in 
all-inclusive terms. This appears to have weakened Adnan ’ s view on fear of politi-
cal victimisation, as another possible reason for such interpretation. Besides, the 
fact that the seventh  ʿ  Abb ā sid caliph, Al-M ā  ʾ  m ū n (d 833 AD), was known for 
his sympathy to the Mu ʿ  tazilite School, which Al- ʾ  A ṣ amm belonged to, exposes 
the weakness of this viewpoint. It is on record that the Mu ʿ  tazilite doctrine had 
gained ground during the  ʿ  Abb ā sid dynasty particularly from 813 – 47 AD during 
the reigns of Al-M ā  ʾ  m ū n, Al-Mu ʿ  ta ṣ im and al-W ā thiq as the offi cial state creed. 51  
Ordinarily, if fear of victimisation had been one of the reasons for male biased 
interpretation, at least within the interval of about 30 years when the Mu ʿ  tazilite 
doctrine held sway in this dynasty, views of scholars like Al- ʾ  A ṣ amm would have 
prevailed as no state threat would have occasioned any person propagating the 
all-inclusive interpretation of the expression  ‘ the compensation for life is hundred 
camels ’ .  

   V. Creating a Chronology between the Narratives  

 Obviously, these narratives of Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal and  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm might have been 
reconciled to be in tandem with Arabia ’ s gender relation being the default system. 
As shown above, the jurists may have treated the two narratives as not contradict-
ing each other. By this, the narration of Mu ʿ   ā dh was interpreted as explaining 
that of  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm, hence construing the latter as exception to the general rule. 
According to  Ṣ an ʿ   ā ni, the narration of Mu ʿ   ā dh was the basis for the unanimity of 
the classical jurists on halving the  diyah  of women. 52  

  Ṣ an ʿ   ā ni ’ s argument suggests that the half  diyah  stipulation is rooted in the 
 second primary source of Islamic law as something that received the endorse-
ment of the Prophet (PBUH). The implication of attributing this statement to 
the Prophet Mu ḥ ammad is, if it turns out to be the position of shar ī  ʿ  ah, that the 
half  diyah  stipulation becomes a  ‘ no go area ’ , thus not debatable within the Islamic 
framework. Consequently, this forecloses any agitation for gender equality with 
respect to  diyah  between men and women from within the shar ī  ʿ  ah regime in view 
of the bindingness of Sunnah as the second major source of Islamic law. 

 It is an established principle of reconciling confl icting a ḥ  ā d ī th that the con-
fl icting narratives may only be reconciled if both of them are classifi ed valid, in 
the nature of  ‘   ṣ a ḥ  ī  ḥ   ’  (authentic) or  ‘   ḥ asan  ’  (good). This means that a   ḍ a ʿ   ī f  (weak) 
narration does not merit consideration in the face of valid narration, since they 
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are not on the same pedestal. 53  It is therefore wrong to reconcile narrations of 
unequal status, as a weak narration, according to prevailing opinion, cannot be 
used as the basis for any legal ruling (  ḥ ukm ). 54  Even where the two narratives 
satisfy the requirement of validity as enunciated by the scholars of  ḥ ad ī th, another 
requirement is that the process of conciliation is undertaken only if their chrono-
logical sequence cannot be ascertained. 55  

 Careful analysis of the happenings during the formative period of Islam reveals 
that the two narratives under consideration must have been wrongly reconciled, 
as historical facts were not taken into account. One will appreciate the scenario 
sought to be drawn when recourse is made to the historical facts herein discussed. 
It is on record that both Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal and  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm were among the clos-
est young companions of the Prophet. It is also an established fact that they were 
all sent on special assignments outside Mad ī nah to what used to be called the 
Greater Yemen. 56  Furthermore, it is a known fact that, immediately after the Battle 
of Tabouk in 9 AH/631 AD, the Prophet sent Mu ʿ   ā dh to Yemen on administrative 
and judicial duty; 57  and that since Mu ʿ   ā dh left Mad ī nah for the assignment he did 
not come back until after the death of the Prophet in 10 AH 58  Ibn Kath ī r notes 
some narrations which suggest that Mu ʿ   ā dh came back before the death of the 
Prophet but he debunked the assertion stressing that the most reliable information 
is that he did not come back. 59  On the other hand, before his death, the Prophet 
sent  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm on a similar mission to Najr ā n in Yemen in 10 AH/632 AD, and 
he too did not come back to Mad ī nah until after the demise of the Prophet. 60  The 
time margin apparently shows that the later narration was that of  ʿ  Amr and not 
that of Mu ʿ   ā dh. 

 It may well be worth noting that since both  ʿ  Amr and Mu ʿ   ā dh were emissar-
ies of the Prophet to the same region, there is a presumption, albeit rebuttable, 
that they all received similar message. This seems to be true when one takes into 
account some narrations on  diyah  for loss of teeth and loss of faculties such as 
mental, hearing, speech etc reported by Bayhaqi, and attributed to Mu ʿ   ā dh b 
Jabal. 61  If what we postulate here turns out to be the case, the question that readily 
comes to mind is why should the two messages differ in their contents ?  How can 
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the disputed expression  ‘ the compensation of woman is half that of man ’ , which 
Ibn  Ḥ ajar and Alb ā ni claim is not found in the epistle of  ʿ  Amr be accepted as 
authentic with reference to Mu ʿ   ā dh ’ s ?  Is it possible for the Prophet to give different 
instructions to his emissaries on the same subject matter ?  If the answer is in the 
affi rmative, the implication will be that  diyah  can vary from place to place since 
in Yemen the Prophet instructed Mu ʿ   ā dh to collect 50 camels as  diyah  for woman 
and 100 for man while in Najran he gave contrary instruction of 100 camels across 
genders. This assumption seems to support Javed Ahmad Ghamidi ’ s  unpopular 
view. He uses linguistic analysis to reach the conclusion that the quantum of 
 diyah  is relative and is determined by the  ‘ general custom and tradition ’  of a given 
community. 62  According to him, the Qur ʾ   ā n uses a common noun  ‘  diyah  ’  as 
against  ‘  al - diyah  ’ , which is a proper noun. The implication of this usage, accord-
ing to him, is that there is no fi xed rate for  diyah  but it may only be contextually 
determined according to the usage of a given society. 63  Much as the argument of 
Ghamidi has some substance, it is submitted that the instruction of the Prophet to 
the emissaries was meant to harmonise the  diyah  of human beings in all territories 
of Islam irrespective of one ’ s social or gender status. 

 On the other hand, if the answer to the question posed is in the negative, then 
the two epistles must have been worded the same way. Why do the two narra-
tions differ then ?  Since the scholars of  ḥ ad ī th have scrutinised the epistle given to 
 ʿ  Amr and could not fi nd the disputed expression  ‘ the compensation of woman is 
half that of man ’ , does it sound rational to hold as authentic the one contained in 
the Mu ʿ   ā dh ’ s epistle ?  Having declared the said expression as  ‘ weak ’  insofar as, the 
epistle of  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm was concerned, it is only logical that the one said to have 
allegedly emanated from Mu ʿ   ā dh should suffer the same consequence. 

 Another possibility is to consider the Mu ʿ   ā dh ’ s narration as something entirely 
independent of the said epistle given to the emissaries, by assuming that Mu ʿ   ā dh 
had heard the Prophet say,  ‘ the compensation of woman is half that of man ’  on a 
different occasion. Suppose this was the case, the question that readily comes to 
mind is, when or on what occasion ?  At least, the fact that Mu ʿ   ā dh went on assign-
ment to Yemen is not in dispute. At what time did he hear this  ḥ ad ī th from the 
Prophet ?  Was it before his departure from Mad ī nah to Yemen or later ?  As noted 
above, the last meeting of Mu ʿ   ā dh with the Prophet was before leaving for Yemen, 
and he did not return to Mad ī nah until after the Prophet ’ s death. That being the 
case, he could not have heard the narration after his return to Mad ī nah. The only 
possible time he could have heard it must have been before his departure for 
Yemen. The resultant effect of this proposition will be that, perhaps up to 9 AH, 
the  diyah  of a woman was half that of man in accordance with the pre-Islamic 
Arabian system of compensation. However, this default legal order was reformed 
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towards the end of Mu ḥ ammad ’ s lifetime in 10 AH, which the dispatched epistle 
handed to Amr b Hazm seems to suggest. This sounds reasonable given the evolu-
tionary nature of the Islamic legal development during its formative stage. 

 The sequencing approach identifi ed above appears to support this proposition, 
which is to the effect that Q5:45 was the last verse to be revealed in relation to 
homicidal cases, thus abrogating Q2:178. It may then be taken that during the 
early period of Islam, there was difference of  diyah  between men and women as 
was common under the default system of the pre-Islamic Arabian society. Since 
there was no contrary order in the nature of revelation to the Prophet, halving 
of  diyah  became the established normative order only to be changed thereafter. 
Interestingly, according to Ibn Sa ʿ  ad in Al- Ṭ abaq ā t Al Kubr ā , the quantum of 
 diyah  before Islam was 10 camels but was later changed to 100 camels by Abdul 
 Mutallib. This was adopted by all the Arab tribes including the Quraysh. Accord-
ing to  ʿ  Abdullahi b  ʿ  Abb ā s this practice was maintained by the Prophet (SAW). 64  
It is therefore submitted that the new gender-neutral order came when Mu ʿ   ā dh 
was in Yemen away from the Prophet. 

 The problem with the collection of  ḥ ad ī th is that the Prophet did not offi cially 
order its collection during his life. However, this assertion should not be inter-
preted as doubting the existence of individual collections. Many companions had 
recorded the a ḥ  ā d ī th of the Prophet in writing, although at a point he stopped the 
writing of  ḥ ad ī th so as to avoid becoming mixed-up with the Qur ʾ  an, 65  although 
he lifted the embargo thereafter. Recorded evidence has shown that the Umayyad 
caliph,  ʿ  Umar b  ʿ  Abdul Az ī z (d102 AH/720 AD), was the fi rst to order offi cial col-
lection and writing of  ḥ ad ī th during his tenure. 66  In view of this therefore, it was 
diffi cult to catalogue the a ḥ  ā d ī th in chronological order to enable a discerning 
mind to ascertain, in cases of contradiction, which of the various narrations was 
either the fi rst or the last in time. On the contrary, the Prophet was the one who 
ordered the collection of the Qur ʾ   ā n during his lifetime. 

 This period in question also witnessed proliferation of many false narrations 
attributed to the Prophet by some people for their selfi sh ends, particularly fabri-
cated ah ā d ī th along sectarian or political lines. 67  Such ugly scenarios caused many 
problems to the Muslim community, ranging from uncertainty as to the genu-
ineness of some narrations, trustworthiness of the transmitters and likelihood of 
contradictory narratives. This necessitated the development of some strict criteria 
for determining the authenticity and veracity of  a ḥ  ā d ī th , known as the science of 
  ḥ ad ī th . 68  
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 The criteria appear to be more inclined to tracing the chain of transmitters and 
the content of the narration. 69  Analysis of the chronological order of narrations is 
hardly visible in the literature on the science of  ḥ ad ī th thus leaving both abrogated 
and abrogating narrations in the corpus of  ḥ ad ī th. Scholars like Al-Zuhri have 
acknowledged this problem and attributed it to the lack of adequate knowledge of 
 ḥ ad ī th abrogation among scholars. 70  Undertaking such an endeavour in resolving 
these contradictory narratives, might have brought to light the true position of the 
shar ī  ʿ  ah on the  diyah  of woman, as attempted in this chapter. 

 At any rate, insofar as the narratives of Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal and  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm were 
concerned, the failure to consider the order of these narratives had had a telling 
effect on the right of women to equal  diyah  in Islamic legal tradition. The half 
 diyah  stipulation has acquired an almost eternal and universal feature in the clas-
sical Islamic literature, such that the opposing narration is either misinterpreted 
or simply suppressed and relegated to the background as non-existent. 

 From the above analysis, it is clear that disparity of  diyah  along gender lines was 
part of the practice of the pre-Islamic Arabs partly adopted by the Prophet. It was, 
however, replaced with a new order as established in the epistle sent to his emissary 
to Najran, Amr b Hazm. The only reasonable conclusion one can make here is that 
classical jurists did not advert their minds to such historical facts.  

   VI. The Half  Diyah  Narration in the Earlier 
Hadith Literature  

 As alluded to earlier,  Ṣ an ’  ā ni declares the narration of Mu ʿ   ā dh as the basis of  diyah  
disparity across genders. As we shall discuss below, the said narration of Mu ʿ   ā dh 
was not reported in the fi rst four centuries of Islamic history. It is also pertinent 
to know that the said narration on half  diyah  was not reported in any of the early 
collections of  ḥ ad ī th like the  Muwa ṭ  ṭ a  of Im ā m M ā lik (d 179 AH/ 795 AD). How-
ever, the Musnad of Imam Shafi  ’ i mentioned  ‘ A ṭ  ā  ’ , a follower of the companions, 
as reporting that  diyah  disparity was the order of the day during the time of the 
Prophet and that Umar b Khattab had reaffi rmed it during his reign. 71  Similarly, 
the half  diyah  narration is not reported in any of the six highly rated a ḥ  ā d ī th col-
lections (  ṣ i ḥ a ḥ  sitt ā  ) viz:  Ṣ a ḥ  ī  ḥ  Bukh ā ri,  Ṣ a ḥ  ī  ḥ  Muslim, Sunan Abu Daw ū d, Sunan 
Tirmidhi, Sunan Nas ā  ’ i and Sunan Ibn M ā j ā h. 72  
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 81    Al-Shafi  ’ i,  Al - Musnad  (n 71) vol I at 347.  

 According to Y ū suf al-Qara ḍ  ā wi he has gone through generations of  ā  ḥ ad ī th 
collection from 194 AH/810 AD, being the fi rst generation, starting with the two 
major collections of Bukh ā ri and Muslim, but did not see such narration. He also 
checked the second generation, comprising the four Sunan mentioned above, 
which ended in 303 AH/915 AD, but could not see any such  ḥ ad ī th transmitted 
through Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal or any other narrator. 73  Indeed, he could not fi nd even a 
hanging  ḥ ad ī th ( mu ʿ  allaq ), 74  which is the lowest in the categories of chain of trans-
mission ( isn ā d ), in support of the half  diyah  formula. 75  He also searched through 
the Musnad of Ab ū  Ya ʿ  ala,  Ṣ a ḥ  ī  ḥ  of Ibn Khuzaymah,  Ṣ a ḥ  ī  ḥ  of Ibn  Ḥ ibb ā n, Sunan 
of  Ṭ abar ā ni among others, constituting the scholars of the third generation of 
 ḥ ad ī th collection, without any trace of such  ḥ ad ī th. 76  In essence, this narration of 
Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal was not reported until the fi fth century AH/eleventh century AD, 
as recorded by Im ā m Bayhaq ī  (d 458 AH/1066 AD) in his famous collection Sunan 
al-Kubra. However, the fact that Bayhaqi reported the  ḥ ad ī th did not stop him 
from critically assessing its validity; and was quick to fault it as weak (  ḍ a ʿ   ī f)  77  since 
it emanated through Ub ā da b Nusayy. 78  

 Paradoxically, despite the apparent defects observed in the transmission of this 
narration, none of the scholars of  ḥ ad ī th declared it a fabrication. Having declared 
it weak, they appear to allow it to be used in legal rulings on the ground that it is 
supported by the views of other companions. 79  One would have expected such 
express declaration from Qarad ā wi ’ s courageous effort of championing the cause 
of challenging the validity of the said narration. Nevertheless, he appears to be 
very cautious in his selection of words by not declaring the disputed expression 
as fabricated or forged ( mau ḍ u ʿ   ). He argues that if inequality was the norm, the 
epistle given to  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm should have contained that since it contains the 
tariffs due for every injury. 80  

 Although Y ū suf al-Qara ḍ  ā wi emphatically denies the existence of the narration 
of Mu ʿ   ā dh b Jabal in the earlier a ḥ  ā dith collections, Imam Shafi  ’ i had reported 
the existence of a  diyah  disparity during the lifetime of the Prophet SAW as con-
fi rmed by some followers of the companions like  ‘ A ṭ  ā  ’ . 81  However, he did not link 
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the  narration to Mu ʿ   ā dh or to any companion save  ʿ  Umar b Khattab whom it 
is claimed reaffi rmed the disparity during his reign. Hence, Y ū suf al-Qara ḍ  ā wi ’ s 
refusal to declare the half  diyah  narration as fabrication.  

   VII. The  ‘ One Third ’  Formula in Bodily Injuries  

 Apart from the half  diyah  narration, there is yet another narration from Amr 
b Shu ‘ ayb, the grandson of  ʿ  Amr b Al- ʿ  A ṣ  ṣ , in which it was reported that the 
Prophet had ruled that in bodily injury men and women are indemnifi ed on equal 
terms up to the maximum of one third of full  diyah . 82  The prevailing view of the 
Maliki School is that in all cases of bodily injury, equal compensation applies to 
both sexes up to the maximum of one third of a man ’ s  diyah . 83  In other words, 
equality ceases where the aggregate claim of compensation for injuries sustained 
by the woman is more than one third of a man ’ s  diyah ; her claim is reduced and 
quantifi ed based on half of a man ’ s  diyah . 84  This is the position of M ā lik and his 
disciples. 85  This school relied on the  fatwas  of successors (  ṭ  ā bi ʿ  un ), 86  who, in turn, 
relied upon the views of some companions of the Prophet like Zaid b Thabit (d 45 
AH/666 AD) and  ʿ  Abdull ā h b  ʿ  Abb ā s (d 68 AH/643 AD). 87  The  Ḥ anbalis support 
this view, although there is no agreement on whether to maintain equality  ‘ up to ’  
or  ‘ below ’  one third of man ’ s  diyah.  88  

 On the other hand, Im ā m Al-Shafi  ʿ  i had reservations over the authenticity of 
the up to one third narration. According to Im ā m Al-Shafi  ʿ  i, he used to apply that 
principle since his teacher, Im ā m M ā lik was referring to it as Sunnah. However, it 
dawned on him that what Im ā m M ā lik actually meant here was the practice of the 
people of Mad ī nah; and upon this discovery, he stopped using it. 89  Again, accord-
ing to another authoritative source, Im ā m Sh ā fi  ʿ  i was quoted as saying: 

  we use to refer to it (ie, Sa ʿ   ī d b Musayyib ’ s narration), but we later stopped  …  This is 
because we know the person saying it is Sunnah but we did not see where he linked it 
to the Prophet (PBUH). For that reason, analogy is a better choice for us in this case. 90   
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 Scholars of  ḥ ad ī th equally disapproved this narration as weak narration on the 
ground of what is technically referred to as  ‘  tadl ī s al-isn ā d  ’ , ie the narration 
suffers from concealment of authority. 91  This means there is uncertainty as to 
whether Ibn Jurayj, the reporter of the narration had actually met  ʿ  Amr b Shu 
 ʿ  ayb, the person from whom he claimed to have heard the narration. Both the 
early scholars ( al-mutaqaddim ū n ) like Bukh ā ri and A ḥ mad b  Ḥ anbal and the 
later scholars ( al-muta ʾ  akhkhir ū n ) like Alb ā ni concur on the weakness of Ibn 
Jurayj, as he was known for  tadl ī s  (concealment of defect). Indeed, Bukh ā ri and 
A ḥ mad hold the view that Ibn Jurayj, the reporter of this narration, did not meet 
 ʿ  Amr b Shuayb. 92   

   VIII. Opinion of Individual Companions 
as Source of Half  Diyah  Stipulation  

 Having established the absence of the half  diyah  stipulation in the primary sources 
of Islamic criminal regime, it is pertinent to review the opinions of some com-
panions with a view to ascertaining whether the issue was unanimously settled 
by them at the formative stage of Islam. In this section, two arguments are made: 
there was hardly an  ijm ā   ʿ   on the issue of half  diyah,  and that even if it existed, as 
a subsidiary source of Islamic law, juridical consensus is only resorted to when an 
issue is not dealt with in the Qur ʾ   ā n or the Sunnah. 

 Claim of the existence of  ijm ā  ʿ    is commonplace in the classical fi qh literature. 
It is, however, one thing to make a claim and another to prove a consensus really 
existed. 93  The issue under review here is whether there was  ijm ā   ʿ   of the compan-
ions on the half  diyah  of a woman as is being claimed. Ascertaining this issue 
is imperative in view of the serious division among the ranks of the contempo-
rary scholars in that regard. Some jurists consider the ruling on half  diyah  as a 
defi nitive ( qa ṭ  ʾ   ī  ʿ   ) 94  while others see it as speculative (  ẓ ann ī  ), 95  as evidenced in the 
 writings of Yusuf al-Qara ḍ  ā wi and Sa ʿ  ud Abdull ā h al-Fin ī s ā ni. 96  Al-Fin ī s ā ni sees 
the ruling on  diyah  as defi nitive while Qara ḍ  ā wi considers it otherwise. Qara ḍ  ā wi ’ s 
view receives the support of early scholars like Sh ā fi  ʿ  i, who declared that only 
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matters unambiguously stated in the Qur ʾ   ā n and Sunnah can be regarded as 
defi nitive ruling. 97  

 Juridical consensus presupposes the agreement of all qualifi ed scholars of a 
given time without any dissent. This means that an issue must have been tabled 
before the companions and the opinion of each of them extracted, analysed and 
synthesised. 98  This would seem diffi cult in view of their number and the fact that 
not all of them were living in Mad ī nah. However, notwithstanding the seeming 
diffi culty in arriving at an  ijm ā  ʿ  ,  as per the legal theorists ’  defi nition, juridical 
consensus used to be arrived at during the period of the companions through 
various means, the chief of which was by consultation usually triggered by a 
legal  question. 99  A conclusive  ijm ā   ʿ   used to be reached when one of the caliphs 
decided an actual case through  ijtih ā d  (exercise of personal reasoning) and was 
not objected by other companions. 100  

 Going through the literature, what emerges in this respect is that there was 
hardly any actual case where a matter involving the unintentional killing of a 
woman was either tabled before the companions for their opinion or determined 
by a caliph. During the formative period, it was common to table a legal issue 
of importance before the public in the mosque to elicit their input. The case of 
limiting the dower ( mahr ) is instructive in the circumstances. In this case, the 
second caliph,  ʿ  Umar was unhappy with the way people were paying an exorbitant 
amount in the name of dower and wanted to limit it to what he felt was reasonable. 
No sooner had he fi nished the statement than one woman felt uncomfortable and 
challenged him saying:  ‘ O leader of the Faithful! You prevented people from pay-
ing more than four hundred  dirhams  for a dower ’ . He said,  ‘ Yes! ’  She said:  ‘ Have 
you not heard what All ā h sent down in the Qur ʾ   ā n 4:20: 

  If you wish to take one wife in place of another and you have given the fi rst one a large 
sum of money do not take away anything of it. Would you take it away though that con-
stitutes a gross injustice and a manifest sin ?  ’   

 Immediately, he withdrew his statement in the following words: 

   ‘ O Allah! Forgive me. ’  He then went back and stood up on the  Minbar  saying,  ‘ I had pro-
hibited you from paying more than four hundred Dirhams in a dowry for women. So, let 
everyone pay what he likes from his money ’ . 101   
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 Apparently, while he was delivering the sermon in the mosque, many companions 
of the Prophet were there but did not support  ʿ  Umar ’ s view. This made the oppos-
ing view the accepted norm under the Islamic law. 

 It is also a known fact that the caliphs or their appointed judges used to deliver 
judgments; and in the absence of any precedents, they used their reasoning to 
adjudicate and issue verdicts. Such rulings acquire the status of  ijm ā   ʿ   in the 
absence of any dissenting view from any other companion. The idea of best inter-
ests of the child in Islamic law emerged from such decisions. 102  A matrimonial 
dispute was brought before the fi rst caliph, Ab ū bakar involving  ʿ  Umar b Kha ṭ  ṭ  ā b 
and his divorced wife, both claiming the right to custody of a child. In giving judg-
ment in favour of the divorced woman, the caliph observed:  ‘ O  ʿ  Umar! For this 
infant, his mother ’ s spit is better than honey which you may procure ’ . 103  Caliph 
Ab ū bakar made this decision in the midst of other companions without objection 
from them and it became an  ijm ā  ʿ   . From these examples, it can be said that con-
sensus could be reached either expressly ( al-ijm ā  ʿ   al- ṣ ar ī  ḥ  ) or implicitly ( al-ijm ā  ʿ   
al-suk ū ti ). The question one may ask is whether the half  diyah  stipulation was 
reached through any of these two forms of  ijm ā  ʿ   . 

 Obviously, no statistic is available to give an accurate account of the nature of 
cases during the formative period of Islam, but we have to bear in mind that the 
degree of occurrence or probability of occurrence of a phenomenon can be meas-
ured by the proliferation of cases before an adjudicator at a given period. It is also 
measurable through sociological indicators of a given historical age. For instance, 
it is common for both genders in any society to be involved in matrimonial dis-
putes, because the desire for procreation necessitates strong social intercourse 
between the opposite sexes in any given generation. People resort to marriage as 
a gateway to legitimise procreation, although in modern days it is not always the 
case. Therefore, it is natural in such arrangement for partners to approach state 
agencies like courts for determination of their matrimonial disputes as evidenced 
in the case of  ʿ  Umar and his wife on child custody and many cases not reported 
here. During the period under review, marital relations between the opposite sexes 
were all too common. In such a situation, divorces and other matrimonial disputes 
were more likely to occur. Apart from cases of custody there were cases of  khul ’   
and of a lady challenging her father ’ s authority to force her into marriage .  Simi-
larly, social havoc, that may result in the growing number of unmarried youth, 
problem of broken marriages etc, were more likely to attract the attention of the 
authorities because of the numerous cases emanating from such relationships. 
 ʿ  Umar ’ s attempt at restricting the dower is instructive here. Therefore, matters 
of this nature are all matters within the private sphere, and of course all sexes will 
be involved. Conversely, disputes in the public sphere, which was considered the 
domain of men, were more likely to involve men only, although involvement of 
women cannot be ruled out. 
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 Now, if we critically assess the occurrence of unintentional homicide that attracts 
payment of  diyah , we will realise that the common examples given by the classical 
jurists always involved cases of accidental shooting in the course of hunting. One 
hardly fi nds any example in the nature of say, a plane crash or motor accident, as 
commonly happens today. Of course, during the classical period trades like hunt-
ing were the preoccupation of men, as the division of labour between public and 
private was so obvious that one can claim, without mincing words, that it would 
be diffi cult to fi nd women engaged in hunting during this period. It was also not 
common to fi nd a woman wandering alone in the desert. Even in modern days, 
women are less likely to be victims of heinous offences outside domestic crimes, 
just as they are less likely to commit them. For instance, in 2012, the report of 
United Kingdom Offi ce for National Statistics shows that of every fi ve crime sus-
pects four of them were male. 104  If a free society like the United Kingdom can have 
such a low fi gure for females involved in crimes one wonders what statistics would 
have shown for female criminality during the formative period of Islam. Even in a 
typical Muslim community like the North-western part of Nigeria it is diffi cult to 
see a woman in court on criminal allegation, barring the recent phenomenon of 
drug abuse, where women are now peddling anti-depressants. 

 There was hardly any reported case before any of the four rightly guided caliphs 
in which a man mistakenly killed a woman. Indeed, the reverse case scenario was 
even harder to come by in view of the delineation of social boundaries between 
men and women. However, cases that fall under the class of intentional homicide 
across genders were possible, as in the case of the man who crushed a woman ’ s 
head to steal her ornaments, cited above. 

 Drawing an analogy from this postulation, disputes/offences involving both 
genders were more likely to occur in the private sphere than in the public sphere, 
because the former afforded more room for interaction between opposite sexes 
than the latter. Misunderstandings that may lead to dissolution of marriage, for 
instance, could not be ruled out. As such, it would not be surprising to come across 
many rulings on this issue during the period under review. However, a similar 
conclusion cannot be reached with respect to homicide cases, since they were 
more likely to occur in the public domain. Accidental or unintentional homicide 
culminating in the killing of woman by man was even more diffi cult. Hence, the 
rarity of the recorded instances of unintentional homicide across the genders at 
that time. 

 The diffi culty in identifying an actual case of unintentional homicide involving 
a man and a woman in the age of the companions makes it less likely to afford 
them the chance to air their views on the issue. The result is that there was hardly 
any explicit  ijm ā  ʿ    on the matter under review. However, pronouncements of 
 individual companions have been recorded in the literature of fi qh and  ḥ ad ī th to 
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justify the half  diyah  stipulation, as we shall discuss below. Suffi ce it at this stage to 
state that all of these narratives are of doubtful origin, for they have been analysed 
by scholars of  ḥ ad ī th and were found wanting mostly on ground of weaknesses of 
their chains of transmission. 105  

 As noted in  chapter 3 ,  ʿ  Umar b Kha ṭ  ṭ  ā b is said to be among the companions 
who stipulated half  diyah  for women along with  ʿ  Ali b Ab ī   Ṭ alib, Zaid b Th ā bit 
and Abdull ā hi b Mas ʿ  ud. For that, the half  diyah  stipulation was given the stamp 
of fi nality as consensus ( ijm ā  ʿ   ) of the companions, since no opposing view was 
expressed. 106  The question asked is on what occasion did they meet and agree on 
this ?  Was there an actual case they decided ?  Who were the parties ?  Given that the 
number of the Prophet ’ s companions was very high, running into thousands, can 
four or even a hundred of them take a decision that will bind all generations of 
Muslims ?  Furthermore, given that the companions had dispersed throughout the 
Muslim territories, how possible was it to seek the opinions of all of them on the 
issue ?  

 The rarity of the unintentional homicide cases involving a man and a woman, 
as alluded to earlier, made it almost certain that these were mere individual opin-
ions of the respective and respectful companions. There is also the problem of 
ascertaining when a particular pronouncement was made, even if it was uttered. 
For instance, in the case of  ʿ  Ali, at least three contradictory views emerged as com-
ing from him. Sarakhsi is quoted as saying that the expression  ‘ the compensa-
tion of woman is half that of man in loss of life and injury ’  was not the saying 
of the Prophet but something attributable to  ʿ  Ali b Abi  Ṭ  ā lib. 107  Qara ḍ  ā wi has 
cited another narration by Ibrahim al-Nakha ’ i and reported by Bayhaqi which was 
attributed to  ʿ  Umar and  ʿ  Ali that they both agreed that compensation of woman 
is half that of man in loss of life and injuries. 108  This statement however could not 
escape the onslaught of scholars of  ḥ ad ī th like Bayhaqi, who declares it broken 
( munqa ṭ i ʿ   ). 109  Indeed, research has shown that al-Nakha ’ i did not meet any of the 
Prophet ’ s companions. 110  

 Another statement attributed to  ʿ  Umar which reads:  ‘ The compensation of 
woman is fi ve hundred gold coins or six thousand silver coins ’ , was faulted by the 
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scholars of  ḥ ad ī th like Bukh ā ri and others as  ‘ denounced ’  ( munkar al- ḥ ad ī th ), 111  
because someone by the name of Muslim b Kh ā lid Al-Zinji featured in the chain 
of transmission. 112  This prompted Qara ḍ  ā wi to conclude that such statements 
lack any authority, and can neither be the basis for legal ruling nor corroborate a 
similar statement ( athar ). 113  

 Against what was attributed to  ʿ  Umar b Kha ṭ  ṭ  ā b, there are other reports that are 
at variance with that assertion. It is reported by Ibrahim al-Nakha ’ i from Shuray ḥ  
that  ʿ  Umar treated as equal injuries of both male and female as attested by his 
words as follows:  ‘ the injuries of both men and women are the same ’ . 114  

 Scholars of hadith have faulted another narration that  ʿ  Ali did not allow execu-
tion of a man for killing a woman save after remittance of half of a man ’ s  diyah  to 
his next of kin. 115  Al-Qur ṭ ubi (d 671 AH/1273 AD) refuted this assertion arguing 
that there was a broken chain in its transmission since Al-Sha ʿ  abi, the purported 
narrator of that opinion, did not meet  ʿ  Ali b Abu  Ṭ  ā lib, so could not have heard 
that view from him. 116  On the contrary, Al-Qur ṭ ubi cited another pronounce-
ment of  ʿ  Ali where he advocated equal treatment of sexes. 117  Another authorita-
tive source, Ibn  Ḥ ajar dismissed Al-Sha ʿ  abi ’ s narration as untrue, insofar as it is 
being attributed to  ʿ  Ali. He said this statement was the view of Uthman al-Batti, 
a prominent scholar of Basra. 118  

 From the above, even if we disregard the more reliable and gender-neutral 
pronouncements of  ʿ  Umar and  ʿ  Ali, by holding that halving of woman ’ s  diyah  
was their opinion, the principle is at best attributable to individual companions. 
The question is whether such opinions have binding effect. The exalted position 
accorded the companions because of their closeness to the Prophet and the ser-
vices they rendered in nurturing the religion put them in far better position to 
articulate the principles and objectives of the law. Even then, scholars do not agree 
on whether their individual opinion (ie  qaul al- ṣ a ḥ  ā bi  or  madhhab al- ṣ a ḥ  ā bi ) is 
an authoritative source of law. 119  

  ʿ  Abdullahi Y ū suf Al-Judai ʿ   identifi es three opinions in this regard. First, where 
the opinion was widely known among the companions and no contrary view was 
available, it is taken as authoritative. This, according to the classical views of the 
 Ḥ anafi s, M ā likis,  Ḥ anbalis and Sh ā fi  ʿ  is, will be considered as  ‘ implicit consensus ’  
( ijm ā  ʿ   al-suk ū ti ). 120  Secondly, the opinion will have no binding force if another 
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companion challenged it. 121  Thirdly, where it was not widely known among the 
companions, majority scholars accept it as binding while others do not. 122  

 Al-Judai ʿ   did not merely give the rendition of the views of legal theorists on this 
point, but has analysed them taking into account the a ḥ  ā d ī th that show the pre-
eminence of the companions. He then concluded that the authorities relied upon 
only prescribe obedience to the companions as leaders, but have not made their 
opinions as binding. 123  According to Al-Judai ʿ  , if the opinions of companions 
were binding at least the four rightly guided caliphs would have demonstrated 
that by their actions. This is discernible from the fact that succeeding caliphs 
did not endorse and apply all the rulings of their predecessors. For instance, 
 ʿ  Umar b Khatt ā b did not follow all the rulings of Ab ū bakar, nor did  ʿ  Uthman 
and  ʿ  Ali. Indeed, the succeeding caliphs had turned down many such rulings. 124  
For instance,  ʿ  Umar b Kha ṭ  ṭ  ā b overhauled the state welfare system he inherited 
from  ʿ  Abubakar and instituted a different arrangement. During the days of the 
fi rst caliph, Ab ū bakar, the state welfare package was distributed to the Muslims 
according to one ’ s needs, as the caliph did not see any justifi cation in sharing gov-
ernment resources asymmetrically. As a result, the early and late converts to Islam 
were treated equally and given equal share from the public treasury. 125  The issue 
that arose was whether one ’ s loyalty and service to Islam was worth considering in 
assessing the quantum of one ’ s entitlement from the public treasury. While most 
of the companions felt it was worth considering, the fi rst caliph felt differently. He 
remarked that,  ‘ those who served Islam would have their reward from God, the 
Most High; as for dealing with the people ’ s needs, they should be treated equally 
without any reference to their past record ’ . 126  Ab ū bakar ’ s stance did not go down 
well with  ʿ  Umar, who later introduced a hierarchical system, as discussed in detail 
in chapter 4. 

 In the same vein, Im ā m Shawk ā ni also opines that the opinion of a companion 
is not a binding proof. In his words, 

  The truth of the matter is that God did not send to this community anybody besides 
Mu ḥ ammad (PBUH). We have only one Prophet and one book (the Holy Qur ʾ   ā n). God 
bounds all the people of this community to follow His book and the practice of His 
 Messenger. There is no difference, in this respect, between the companions and their 
 successors. The dictates of Shar ī  ʿ  ah binds all of them. 127   

 Furthermore, Im ā m Shawk ā ni said the only area jurists differ is on the question 
whether the  ijtihad  of the companions binds the subsequent generations. Even 
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then, he argues that just as it was not binding among the companions inter se, it 
is not binding on the subsequent generations according to the majority view. 128  

 It is on record that some of the caliphs reached a number of decisions based on 
intellectual reasoning but unknown to them already the Prophet had decided a 
similar case differently. The companions around the caliph, at the material time, 
might not be aware of the Prophet ’ s decision, and consequently, they allowed the 
later ruling to sail through unchallenged. The four rightly guided caliphs were, by 
nature, humans and could not know all or be privy to all the Prophet ’ s utterances 
and actions spanning more than two decades. They were not glued to the Prophet 
as people assume. Some were family men and had to fend for the family. They 
often engaged in journeys and business trips. The closest people to the Prophet 
like Ab ū bakar and  ʿ  Umar were his in-laws so were  ʿ  Uthm ā n and Ali both of whom 
got married to his daughters. There were instances where out of shyness some of 
them could not ask the Prophet any question directly except through an inter-
mediary. Obviously, they may not be around to hear the answers. The Prophet 
himself, being a family man, had his personal life, so had to be with his family in 
his matrimonial home. Happenings there can only be narrated by his wives or 
any person who at the point in time was in the house. The fact that al- Ḍ a ḥ  ḥ  ā k 
b Sufy ā n had had to draw the attention of the second caliph to the entitlement 
of a widow to the  diyah  of her deceased husband underscores the limits of their 
knowledge over events that happened in their absence. 129  It also shows that not 
all their decisions were supported by divine sources. Consequently, in the absence 
of anybody who was privy to the pronouncement of the Prophet such decision 
remains unchallenged. By implication, cases that rarely occur, like the uninten-
tional homicide involving members of opposite sex, might have been decided in 
the presence of few companions none of whom was aware of a contrary  ḥ ad ī th. 
Hence, no objection was raised and no opportunity arose where a case with simi-
lar facts came up in the presence of yet another set of companions who happened 
to be aware of the prophetic ruling. 

 The infl uence of default pre-Islamic Arabian culture may be another reason 
responsible for the absence of objection from other companions. The case of the 
widow under review was previously decided by  ʿ  Umar based on the pre-Islamic 
Arabian practice. Under this practice,  diyah  was the entitlement of male members 
of one ’ s solidarity group (  ʿ  a ṣ abah ) to the exclusion of the female members of the 
deceased ’ s clan. The Prophet abolished this practice via an epistle sent to  Ḍ a ḥ  ḥ  ā k 
b Sufy ā n, in which he instructed  Ḍ a ḥ  ḥ  ā k to allow the wife of Ashyam al-Dib ā bi to 
inherit the  diyah  of her deceased husband. 130  

 Similarly, when another case pertaining to a claim of  diyah  for loss of thumb 
was brought before Caliph  ʿ  Umar (RA), he used his analogy based on the utility 
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value of fi ngers. Given that fi ngers are of different sizes and utility,  ʿ  Umar allotted 
15 camels for loss of a thumb. This remained the position of the law until probably 
the last quarter of fi rst century AH, when it was discovered in the Prophet ’ s epistle 
to  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm that,  ‘ for every fi nger [the compensation] shall be ten  camels ’ . 131  
Apparently, when  ʿ  Umar gave that ruling he was not aware of the Prophet ’ s rul-
ing and none of the companions who knew about it was around to draw his 
attention to it. 

 It is also reported that in matters of opinion, some companions used to allow 
 ʿ  Umar b Khattab to have the day even though they had reservations. For instance, 
when an unusually isolated case of inheritance was brought before  ʿ  Umar, he took 
a position against the view of  ʿ  Abdull ā h b  ʿ  Abb ā s, but the latter kept mute and did 
not object, only to air his view after the death of  ʿ  Umar b Khatt ā b. When he was 
asked why he did not make public his view on the matter he simply answered that, 
 ‘ I am afraid of him, because of his personality ’ . 132  It was a case of over-subscription 
( awl ) in which no precedent was available to place a decision. A woman died and 
left behind her husband and two full sisters. Under the Islamic rules of inherit-
ance the husband was entitled to one half and the full sisters were entitled to two 
thirds of the estate. This means that their entitlement was more than unity because 
 ½   +  2/3 = 7/6.This is a clear case of over-subscription, as if either party is allowed 
to take his allotted share the other party will be short-changed. To illustrate the 
scenario, supposing the deceased wife left  £ 600. The husband would be entitled to 
one half of  £ 600 =  £ 300, and the two full sisters would get two thirds of  £ 600 = 
 £ 400. Therefore, the amount they inherit could not be shared as per their respec-
tive allotments. It was suggested to  ʿ  Umar to apply the bankruptcy rule and share 
the estate proportionately. One of the companions said that if a person dies and is 
indebted to two people, one claiming three  dar ā him  and the other four  dar ā him  
but he only left six  dar ā him , then each should be paid from the estate an amount 
proportionate to his claim.  ʿ  Umar accepted this opinion and applied it thereby 
reducing the respective shares of the heirs from three sixths to three sevenths for 
the husband and from four sixths to four sevenths for the two full sisters, such that 
they respectively get  £ 257.2 and  £ 342.8. 

 It was only after the death of  ʿ  Umar that  ʿ  Abdull ā hi b  ʿ  Abb ā s made his point 
that the decision of  ʿ  Umar was fl awed because it means the minimum entitle-
ment expressly prescribed for the husband in the Qur ’ an has been reduced. To 
him, heirs like mother, grandmother, husband, wife and uterine sisters are  a ṣ  ḥ  ā b 
al-far ā  ’ i ḍ   each of whose entitlement is clearly stated in the Qur ’ an and is the mini-
mum that each must get. To reduce it further, as done in this case, is to go against 
the necessary intendment of God. As for full sisters, consanguine sisters, daughters 
and daughter of son, their entitlement is not guaranteed as they can, depending on 
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the circumstances, either be  a ṣ  ḥ  ā b al-far ā  ’ i ḍ   or residuary (  ʿ  a ṣ abah ). 133  Therefore, 
in cases of over-subscription, these categories of people should simply inherit as 
residuary. In other words, in the case at hand, the husband inherits as Qur ’ anic 
heir and get his half of  £ 600 =  £ 300 and the two full sisters take the reminder, 
ie  £ 300, thus inheriting as residuary heirs. 

 What this point suggests is that rulings of  ʿ  Umar on many issues acquired the 
status of  ijma ʿ    and remained the established norm since no companion contested 
it. It also suggests that even during Sh ā fi  ʿ  i ’ s era, it was not until when they con-
fi rmed the authenticity of  ʿ  Amr b  Ḥ azm ’ s epistle that they stopped applying the 
decision of  ʿ  Umar in favour of the pronouncement of the Prophet. On this point, 
Sh ā fi  ʿ  i made the following remarks: 

  First, a narrative [from the Prophet] must be accepted. Secondly, the narrative is to be 
accepted when it is confi rmed, even though none of the Im ā ms may ever have done 
anything similar to the narrative in question.  …  if the actions of one of the Im ā ms subse-
quently were found to be contrary to a narrative of the Prophet, the Im ā m ’ s action must 
be abandoned in favour of the Apostle ’ s narrative. 134   

 The comments of Sh ā fi  ʿ  i is clear testimony that it is common to fi nd at a later 
date that the position held by a companion or a scholar was fl awed and it is usual 
to deviate from it, once it is discovered that it goes against the position of the 
Prophet. Therefore, the only possible basis upon which the half  diyah  stipula-
tion was established is a cross-contextual analogy of unrelated matters/fi elds as 
addressed in the previous chapter.  

   IX. Conclusion  

 In the foregoing, the chapter undertook a thorough review of the confl icting 
authorities that gave rise to gendered juristic formulations in  diyah . It identifi ed 
the Qur ’ anic provisions on the subject matter under review on the one hand, and 
the a ḥ  ā d ī th of the Prophet, on the other hand. What emerged from the review is 
that classical jurists favoured the conciliation method over the elimination and 
abrogation methods thereby allowing the use of both authorities as circumstances 
warrant. This made it easy to maintain both rulings thereby making the dispar-
ity in  diyah  across genders as a universal ruling accommodating no change. This 
approach perpetuated the pre-existing pre-Islamic Arab default culture which gave 
prominence to male over female. However, in this chapter, I have used elimination 
and abrogation methods to demonstrate that Islam, as a social system, revolution-
ised the default Arabian culture through gradual replacement and abrogation. 
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 In the end, the chapter concluded that even the much-touted juridical con-
sensus ( ijm ā   ʿ  ) which conveniently silenced any opposing voice, irrespective of its 
plausibility, could not stand the litmus test of credibility. It found that the juristic 
formulation could, at best, be supported by individual opinions of some compan-
ions and even then, none of the narrations was sound. The only possible basis was 
cross-contextual analogy, which in itself was lopsided as principles relevant in civil 
matters like the Islamic law of inheritance and law of commercial transactions 
were transposed into matters of criminality, like homicide. Hence, the only logical 
conclusion one can make is that there is no disparity in  diyah  across genders for 
intentional or unintentional homicide and bodily injuries.  

 





  Part II 

 Case Studies

Contemporary Application of Islamic 
Legal Principles on Homicide 

and Bodily Injuries in the Muslim World      

  This part explores the practical application of Islamic principles on homicide and 
bodily injuries and its effect across genders in the Muslim jurisdictions of Nigeria 
and Pakistan with a view to ascertaining the extent to which they conform or devi-
ate from the principles as prescribed by the classical Islamic jurists. This is mostly to 
be found in modern legislation passed by legislative houses. The argument sought 
to be made is that there has been palpable tension between the new principles 
introduced by Islam and the ingrained cultural prejudices in many societies. Just 
as in the early years of Islam when resistance to the new order was clearly evident 
in gender relations, even today the story appears to be the same. The legislature 
may be persuaded by the constitutional restrictions to enact seemingly gender-
neutral legislation, but this may not translate to reality in practice. The exploration 
will reveal the reluctance to yield to the new order often comes through judicial 
interpretation, which is mostly infl uenced by the perspectives of their societies 
towards genders. Therefore, it is usual for formal legislation to prescribe equality, 
yet in giving it the force of law, judges may sneak in cultural baggage. As shall be 
demonstrated in this part the long interaction with the colonialist ’ s culture has 
infl uenced the attitude of English-trained judges into treating honour crimes with 
kid gloves, and this has negatively affected women, particularly in Pakistan. 

 Ordinarily, the exploration would have been more enriching if it considered 
four Muslim states with entrenched Islamic criminal law regime to represent 
the four main Sunni schools of thought. But, Nigeria and Pakistan are consid-
ered on the basis of the fact that they represent the two most formidable Sunni 
schools of  Ḥ anafi  and M ā liki. Indeed, they represent two extremes, ie rationalist 
and  traditionalist respectively. Other Sunni schools will not be considered as states 
applying them are diffi cult to come by; and where they are found they have very 
strange legal framework. For instance, Saudi Arabia is a Sunni state adhering to 
the  Ḥ anbali School, yet it has no codifi ed Islamic criminal code. This means that 
judges resort to classical text of  Ḥ anbali School without more, thus giving con-
siderable discretion to choose any interpretation that suits them. An attempt was 
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made in 2005 to come up with a uniform criminal code but to date nothing has 
been forthcoming. 1  The choice of Pakistan and Nigeria is necessitated by many 
factors such as their common colonial legacy, and each is party to the Convention 
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). 2  

 This part has four chapters, two for each state. It is organised in such a way that 
the formal legislation is discussed in separate chapters and then judicial inter-
pretations are separately discussed. Chapters 7 and 8 deal with the case study of 
 Pakistan, while Nigeria ’ s experience is contained in chapters 9 and 10. The impor-
tance of these case studies is to fi nd ways by which either of these states can learn 
from the other. It also affords an opportunity to avoid problems faced by either in 
the course of its struggle for the implementation of the law.  
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